Meet The Audience
Latest Arbitron Data Puts Country On Top

F

or the first time, Arbitron has merged the contemporary music formats of
Country and “New Country” stations into one, and that’s good news: Country
is now America’s most popular programming, delivering 13.4% of all radio
listening in Fall 2009, up from 12.9% in Fall ‘08, according to the ratings firm’s new
Radio Today 2010 study. This annual report, combining PPM and
diary information from all stations in measured markets, is the
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most recent comprehensive national data available.
That 13.4% total (6.4% in PPM markets and 14.1% in diary metros) is the highest combined
share Country has generated in these annual studies since Spring 2002. With 2,626 terrestrial, HD and online stations, Country broadcasters reach 64 million consumers each
week, more than any other format except Adult Contemporary, and that’s not even
including the nearly audience from 405 Classic Country stations.
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Ratings Powerhouse

During the Fall ‘09 PPM ratings, Country stations ranked in total audience share
among the top three outlets in Atlanta, Baltimore, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas, Denver, Detroit, Minneapolis, Pittsburgh, Salt Lake City, San Antonio and Tampa. Four
stations –WUSN/Chicago, KPLX/Dallas, KKBQ/Houston and KKGO/Los Angeles
– regularly attract more than 1 million weekly cume. Meanwhile, 89 stations were
No. 1 in their diary markets in Fall ‘09, and many others would have been, too,
if the stations in their subscriber-only metros were ranked. (In Spring ‘10, 84 stations in 186 diary markets were No. 1 – a whopping 45% winner’s ratio.)
Where is Country radio strongest? During Fall ‘09, five states delivered more
than twice the format’s national average share: Kentucky (index 238), West
Virginia (235), Montana (232), Wyoming (220) and South Dakota (219). Country
generated more than a 20 share in 16 states.

Across-The-Board Leader

Leaning female and for years the least ethnic of all major formats, a majority of Country’s
audience is between ages 25-54, 35-64 and also 45+. Country is No. 1 with adults 25-34, 35-44
and 45-54. It’s No. 2 with adults 18-24, 55-65 and 65+ (with whom it is the top music format),
and also ranks third among teens. The growth demographic is among 18-24s, up steadily each
year since Spring ’02 from less than 9% in composition to more than 11% in Fall ’09, while its
proportion of those 35-44 is down from 20% to 16% over that time frame. Country is strong in
all dayparts: It ranks No. 1 in afternoons and evenings, and in is No. 2 in mornings and middays
(but is the leader among music formats).
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Meet The Audience
Education And Affluence

The percentage of Country consumers 18+ who have attended college or hold a degree has
risen at a nearly 9% rate since Spring ’02, more than any other major format. The proportion
of adult Country listeners with a degree has risen annually since then to 16% – a 22% rate of
increase over that time – also leading all primary formats. Nearly half of adult Country listeners
live in households earning $50,000 or more annually, up from 40% in Spring ’02 – a 20% rate of
increase, more than any other format.

Tops In TSL

Country earns longer listening patterns than most other formats. Overall, it ranks tied for No.
1 12+ with Urban Adult Contemporary among music formats, at seven hours per week. It has
the longest time-spent-listening not only with adults 18-24, but also among English-language
formats with adults 18-34. It ranks No. 2 in TSL among English-language programming with
adults 25-54 and 35-64. Away-from-home-tune-in accounts for two-thirds of all Country listening (66%), which is relatively unchanged for the past five years.
The least ethnic of all music formats for several years, Country’s combined African-American
and Hispanic composition is less than 9% – a figure that has remained relatively steady since
Spring ’03. Country attracts the lowest proportion of Blacks among English-language formats,
and is fourth-lowest with Hispanic consumers among 22 leading formats.
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